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1. INTRODUCTION 
  
 

In January 2006, VisitBritain commissioned BDRC to launch and manage the England 

Attractions Monitor, an online panel to help provide the attractions industry with rapid 

feedback on current trends in visits to attractions in England.  The survey was enhanced 

in 2007 to incorporate not only recent visit trends but also questions relating to business 

confidence for the forthcoming quarter. 

 

A further enhancement in 2008 saw the introduction of a quarterly ‘hot topic’ question 

which, during Quarters 2, 3 and 4 of 2008 and Quarter 1 of 2009, asked attractions what 

overall impact, if any, they thought the current economic slowdown and credit crunch 

would have on visitor numbers.  For Quarter 2 of 2009, this ‘hot topic’ question was 

changed with the objective of providing more detailed feedback on the impact of the 

economic situation on visitor profile and expenditure at attractions.  Section 8 provides 

the details. 

 

Quarter 2 2009 has also seen the introduction of questions to measure the impact of 

public events and membership/friends schemes on the business performance of 

attractions.  Section 7 provides the detailed results. 

 

2009 has also seen a significant extension in the scale of the monitor, aiming to increase 

the number of participating attractions by a further 100 per quarter, thereby increasing 

the robustness of sample sizes at a regional level.  Details of methodology and sample 

sizes achieved are provided in Section 2. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 
  
 

The objective for 2009 was to create an enhanced, committed panel of c.600 attractions 

comprising: 

• c.300 individual attractions recruited online and by telephone (c.30-35 per 

England region); 

• c.300 English Heritage/National Trust properties (with visit admissions data for 

each property provided centrally). 

 

Regional Tourism Organisations also have the opportunity to enhance the survey within 

their region by boosting sample sizes to enable them to analyse their own results in 

greater detail.  There is also the facility for regions to add bespoke questions. 

 

During the second 2009 quarterly period – April to June - 751 attractions provided data 

(English Heritage/National Trust properties provide visit numbers only), consisting of: 

• 457 individual attractions recruited online; 
• 294 English Heritage/National Trust properties (admissions data only). 

 

This represents a significant increase in participation from Quarter 1 2009, when 638 

attractions took part (255 EH/NT, 383 recruited online). 

 

The number of individual attractions taking part has increased from just 148 in Quarter 4 

2008, significantly broadening the coverage of different attraction types within the 

monitor and providing a more robust basis for the business confidence and ‘hot topic’ 

elements of the survey.  The significant increase in participation has been driven by a 

modified approach to recruitment in 2009 which made greater use of the annual Survey 

of Visits to Visitor Attractions as a recruitment vehicle (which now also includes an option 

for online survey completion). 

 

A cross-section of attractions was recruited according to type, size and free/paid 

admission.  Comparisons in visitor admissions figures are always made among constant 

samples where appropriate. 
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3. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
  
 

This is a summary of the findings for the Quarter 2 (April to June 2009) period. 

 

By way of context, the weather during Quarter 2 was generally warmer, drier and sunnier 

than average.  April was the third warmest on record with rainfall also markedly below 

average and sunshine above average.  May was more unsettled but included a warm 

and sunny spell at the end of the month.  June was warmer, sunnier and drier than 

average including some periods of very high temperatures, although June was also 

characterised by heavy showers.  It should also be noted that Easter fell in March during 

2008, but in April during 2009.  This requires consideration when interpreting year-on-

year monthly and quarterly trends in visitor admissions. 

 

Following the general downturn for the industry observed throughout 2008 and into the first 

quarter of 2009, Quarter 1 2009 reported a notable increase in optimism.  Reported visitor 

admissions for Quarter 2 appear to have justified this optimism, with visits increasing by 

+15% over the quarter among the 751 participating attractions and three quarters (76%) of 

attractions reporting a year-on-year increase in visitor admissions. 

 

Whilst recognising the benefit of an Easter in April, the +36% year-on-year increase in visits 

for April represents the single largest monthly percentage increase in visits since the 

monitor’s inception in 2006.  May recorded an encouraging +9% rise in visitor admissions, 

with June recording a more modest +2% rise. 

 

Q1 represented a positive sea change in business confidence.  Q2 has seen a slight 

softening in this confidence, although there remains half (48%) of attractions that feel 

more optimistic about their own attraction than at the same point in 2008.  Business 

confidence continues to be higher than at any time since Q1 2007. 

 

Renewed optimism for the performance of attractions is being driven by a belief that 

domestic tourism will flourish during 2009 – with prevailing economic conditions 

providing this opportunity.  Key explanations for improved levels of confidence were a 

belief that there would be an increase in the domestic holiday market/short breaks (often 

referred to as ‘staycations’) and visits becoming more local/day trip in nature.  The 

weaker Pound/exchange rate still featured. 
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There was also a significant proportion of attractions mentioning an enhanced events 

programme for this quarter and an expectation of improved weather in 2009 (albeit 

somewhat lower than at Q1, following revised more pessimistic forecasts for summer). 

 

The recent impact of special offers, discounts and vouchers has also been notable with 

half (51%) of attractions for whom these are relevant reporting an increase in their usage 

compared with the equivalent quarter of 2008.  This highlights both the increased 

number of attractions promoting a value offer in 2009 and the public’s greater propensity 

to seek out attractions where these value offers are available. 

 

Although much lower than in recent quarters, there remain a minority who are feeling 

less optimistic, primarily driven by the continuing poor economic climate/recession 

impacting not just upon visitors to the attraction but also upon secondary spend once 

there.  Swine flu was also mentioned by small minority for the first time. 

 

During Q2 2009, almost half (46%) of all attractions held a public event.  These events 

were generally seen as making a positive difference to business performance, with three-

quarters of attractions that held an event reporting a positive impact.  Public events now 

play a major role within the industry, with over three quarters (79%) of participating 

attractions ever holding public events and 39% reporting that they are more important to 

them now than a couple of years ago. 

 

70% of participating attractions now have a membership, season ticket or friends 

scheme.  Further, such schemes are becoming more important to attractions, with half of 

all those with a scheme (34% of all attractions) reporting that it was becoming more 

important to their attraction. 
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4. VISIT TRENDS - Quarter 2 (Apr-Jun) 2008/9 
  

The chart below illustrates the percentage change in visitor admissions between Q2 2008 

and Q1 2009 among the 751 attractions taking part in the survey.  It also identifies the 

proportion of attractions recording an overall increase and decrease in admissions. 
 

Quarter 2 Visit Trends 2008-2009 (Apr-Jun)

% any decrease
in visits

% any increase
in visits

15

36

9

2

QUARTER 2 
TOTAL

April

May

June

20%

13%

29%

45%

76%

79%

65%

49%

% Increase/Decrease in Visits

Base: All attractions (751)  

Following the general downturn for the industry observed throughout 2008 and into the first 

quarter of 2009 (which saw four consecutive quarters of declining visitor admissions), 

Quarter 1 2009 reported a notable increase in optimism looking ahead to Quarter 2.  

Reported visitor admissions for Quarter 2 appear to have justified this optimism, with visits 

increasing by +15% over the quarter among the 751 participating attractions. 

It should be noted that April visitor admissions included an Easter in 2009 but not in 2008, 

assisting the year-on-year comparison for this quarter.  However, the +36% year-on-year 

increase in visits for April represents the single largest monthly percentage increase in visits 

since the monitor’s inception in 2006. 

Whilst April was primarily responsible for the scale of the increase in visitor admissions 

across Quarter 2 overall, May and June also reported year-on-year increases in visits.  May 

recorded an encouraging +9% rise in visitor admissions, with two-thirds of all attractions 

reporting an increase.  June recorded a more modest +2% rise, with approximately the same 

proportion of attractions reporting increases as decreases in visits. 
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The following charts illustrate how visitor admissions trends for Q1 vary by region, attraction 

category, size of attraction, location of attraction (coastal, rural or urban) and whether the 

attraction is paid or free entry. 

 

Quarter 2 Visit Trends 2008-2009 (Apr-Jun) – By Region 

-24269South East (138)

4102914South West (147)

28313331London (44)

3164821East (85)

-896419West Midlands (69)

1286025East Midlands (76)

165819Yorkshire & The Humber (60)

-21-1419-7North West (76)

3154519North East (56)

293615TOTAL ENGLAND (751)

Jun Change
(%)

May Change
(%)

Apr Change
(%)

Total Qtr 2
Change (%)Region

 
 

 

Quarter 2 Visit Trends 2008-2009 (Apr-Jun) – By Attraction Category

152510Others (137)

233111Wildlife attractions/zoos (38)

11-9339Visitor/heritage centres (36)

*55517Gardens (57)

5102113Museums/art galleries (168)

-6194116Other historic properties (66)

*166425Historic Houses/Castles (249)

293615TOTAL ENGLAND (751)

Jun Change
(%)

May Change
(%)

Apr Change
(%)

Total Qtr 2
Change (%)Attraction Category
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Quarter 2 Visit Trends 2008-2009 (Apr-Jun) – By Other Segments

282411Urban (245)

3105120Rural (414)

-292710Coastal (92)

Location
2102312Free (184)

294417Paid (567)

Free / paid
-19281120,000 or less (323)

316542320,001 – 50,000 (159)

2429724050,001 – 100,000 (120)

5105021100,001 – 200,000 (87)

-62194Over 200,000 (58)

Visits per annum
293615TOTAL ENGLAND (751)

Jun Change
(%)

May Change
(%)

Apr Change
(%)

Total Qtr 2
Change (%)Region

 
 

In Q2 2009, London attractions reported the largest percentage increase in visitor 

admissions (+31%).  Unlike within other regions, where quarterly increases in visits were 

driven primarily by a very strong April, increases in London continued to be extremely 

healthy in both May (+31%) and June (+28%). 

 

The only region to report a decline in visitor admissions during Q2 2009 was the North 

West (-7%).  This was driven by some tough year-on-year comparables for attractions in 

Liverpool, as a result of the success of the Liverpool Capital of Culture event in 2008.  

June was particularly adversely affected with visitor admissions declining -21% 

compared with June 2008. 

 

Although recording an increase of +9% across Q2, attractions in the South East also 

performed below the national average, not benefiting as much as many other regions in 

April and reporting a -2% decrease in visits during June.  West Midlands attractions also 

reported a weaker June (-8%), although a very strong April contributed to the overall 

+19% increase across Q2 overall. 

 

Year-on-year increases in visitor admissions across Q2 were highest among historic 

houses/castles (+25%), with April a particularly strong month (+64%).  The warm and dry 

weather during April also appears to have benefited gardens, with visitor admissions 

increasing by +55% compared with April 2008. 
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Paid attractions appeared to fare slightly better than free attractions during the quarter, 

with paid attractions reporting a +17% increase in admissions compared with +12% for 

free attractions.  This difference was driven by a much stronger April for paid attractions, 

which saw admissions increase by +44% compared with April 2008 – paid attractions 

being more likely to benefit from the falling of Easter in April (many would have been 

closed in March 2009, pushing visits into April). 

Medium sized attractions with 50,000 to 100,000 visits per annum reported the greatest 

percentage increase in visitor admissions during the quarter (+40%), many of these 

being from the strongly performing historic houses/castles sector.  Attractions of this size 

had a very strong April (+73%), but continued their performance into both May (+29%) 

and June (+24%).  Both the very smallest attractions (+11% among those with fewer than 

20,000 visits p.a.) and the very largest (+4% among those with greater than 200,000 

visits) performed below the national average over the quarter as a whole. 

Rural attractions (+20%) reported the largest increase in visitor admissions, again driven 

by a strong performance in April, when visits increased by +51%.  Coastal (+10%) and 

urban (+11%) attractions reported similar increases across the quarter as a whole. 

 

The following chart examines the proportions of attractions reporting increases and 

decreases in visits for Q2 over the past three years. 

 

Quarter 2 Visit Trends 2006-2009 (%)

2006-2007

%

About the same as Q2 last yearHigher than Q2 last year Lower than Q2 last year Don’t know

56

39

76

4

10

4 20

51

39

Base: All attractions (751 in 2009)

2007-2008

2008-2009
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2009 has seen, by some distance, the highest proportion of attractions reporting a year-

on-year increase in visits for Q2 since the monitor began.  Three-quarters (76%) of 

attractions reported an increase in visitor admissions in 2009 compared with 56% in 

2007 and just 39% at the heart of the economic downturn in 2008. 
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5. BUSINESS PERFORMANCE TRENDS 
Quarter 2 (Apr-Jun) 2008/9 

  
 

In addition to being asked about visitor admissions, attractions were also asked to state how 

they felt that their business had performed overall in Q2 2009 compared with during Q2 

2008.  The chart below illustrates the proportions of the 457 attractions (excluding English 

Heritage/National Trust properties) taking part in the survey in Q2 2009 who felt that their 

business had performed better or worse. 

 
 

Quarter 2 Overall Business Performance Trends 2008-2009 (Apr-Jun) %

Business 
Performance

(n=457)
28 31 21 515

75London

73North East

53Free

63Paid

52Museums/art galleries

64Historic houses/castles

% Better than 2008

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)

Much
better
than 2008

Much
worse
than 2008

A little
better
than 2008

About the
same as
in 2008

A little
worse
than 2008

Don’t
know

 
 

59% of attractions taking part in the survey felt that their business performance was either 

much better (28%) or a little better (31%) than in Q2 2008.  This represents a significant 

improvement on the proportions observed in recent quarters – 37% in Q1 2009, 36% in Q4 

2008 and 33% in each of Q3 and Q2 2008 – and justifies the Q1 optimism which noted the 

decreasing proportion of attractions feeling that their business performance was worsening. 

 

Indeed, the proportion of attractions feeling that their business performance was worsening 

compared with the equivalent quarter the previous year has decreased further in Q2 2009 - 

to only 20% compared with 25% in Q1 2009.  2008 saw these figures significantly higher - 

29% in Q4 2008, 37% in Q3 2008 and 35% in Q2 2008. 
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6. BUSINESS CONFIDENCE TRENDS 
Quarter 2 (Apr-Jun) 2008/9 

  
 

The chart below examines attractions’ expectations for visitor admissions in Q3 2009 

compared with actual visitor admissions recorded in Q3 2008. 

 

Quarter 2 Visit Expectations for Jul-Sep 2009

Visit Expectations 
for Jul-Sep

(n=457)

9 43 32 3 212

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)

61London

79North East

46Free

56Paid

47Museums/art galleries

56Historic houses/castles

% Higher than 2008

Much
higher
than 2008

Much
lower
than 2008

A little
higher
than 2008

About the
same as
in 2008

A little
lower
than 2008

Don’t
know

 
 

Q1 represented a positive sea change in business confidence, with visitor admissions 

during Q2 (April to June) generally expected to increase compared with the equivalent 

quarter of 2008.  Over half (59%) of attractions expected their visitor admissions for Q2 

to be higher than last year compared with only 14% for the previous quarter. 

 

Q2 has seen a slight softening in this confidence, although there remains over half (52%) 

of attractions that expect their visitor admissions to increase during the July to 

September period.  This slight softening is likely to be explained by the very high level of 

expectation at Q1 generated by the falling of Easter in April. 

 

The following chart examines business confidence for the forthcoming quarter among 

attractions in Q2 2009, among the 457 non-English Heritage/National Trust attractions taking 

part in the survey. 
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Quarter 2 Business Confidence for Jul-Sep 2009

Own Attraction

Attractions Industry
Generally 9

10

38

38

35

34

3

4

3

311

12

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)

Much more
optimistic
than 2008

Much less
optimistic
than 2008

A little more
optimistic
than 2008

About the
same as
in 2008

A little less
optimistic
than 2008

Don’t
know

%

 
 

Following the very strong increase in business confidence observed in Q1 2009, 

confidence for the forthcoming quarter has remained at similarly high levels.  Half (48%) 

of attractions feel more optimistic about their own attraction than at the same point in 

2008, similar to the 51% observed at Q1.  Business confidence continues to be higher 

than at any time since Q1 2007 as the figures below demonstrate: 

• 48% felt more optimistic in Q2 2009 (Apr-Jun); 

• 51% felt more optimistic in Q1 2009 (Jan-Mar); 

• 12% felt more optimistic in Q4 2008 (Oct-Dec); 

• 16% felt more optimistic in Q3 2008 (Jul-Sep); 

• 25% felt more optimistic in Q2 2008 (Apr-Jun); 

• 37% felt more optimistic in Q1 2008 (Jan-Mar); 

• 35% felt more optimistic in Q4 2007 (Oct-Dec); 

• 33% felt more optimistic in Q3 2007 (Jul-Sep); 

• 45% felt more optimistic in Q2 2007 (Apr-Jun); 

• 57% felt more optimistic in Q1 2007 (Jan-Mar). 

 

The rapid decline in confidence experienced throughout 2008 therefore appears to have 

been arrested.  Only 15% of attractions are less optimistic now than they were during the 

equivalent quarter of 2008, which is even fewer than observed at Q1 2009 (19%) when 

confidence first showed a strong increase. 
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Outlook for the attractions industry generally has also shown a strong positive 

turnaround, although attractions tend to demonstrate slightly more conservative opinions 

when assessing the industry generally than when assessing their own attraction. 

The following charts illustrate how current business confidence varies by region, attraction 

category, size of attraction, location of attraction (coastal, rural or urban) and whether the 

attraction is paid or free entry. 
 

Quarter 2 Business Confidence for Jul-Sep 2009
(Own Attraction) – by Region

1549South East (75)

1643South West (79)

2139London (28)

1146East (56)

2248West Midlands (40)

1345East Midlands (53)

1462Yorkshire & The Humber (37)

1445North West (56)

373North East (33)

1449TOTAL ENGLAND (457)

% less optimistic
than 2008

% more optimistic
than 2008Region

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)  
 

Quarter 2 Business Confidence for Jul-Sep 2009
(Own Attraction) – by Attraction Category

1349 Others (129)

-40Country Parks (21)

766Gardens (29)

1257Wildlife attractions/zoos (36)

1558Visitor/heritage centres (34)

2140Museums/art galleries (160)

861Historic Houses/Castles (48)

1449TOTAL ENGLAND (457)

% less optimistic
than 2008

% more optimistic
than 2008Attraction Category
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Quarter 2 Business Confidence for Jul-Sep 2009
(Own Attraction) – by Subgroup

1942Urban (169)

1353Rural (226)

952Coastal (62)

Location
1244Free (175)

1652Paid (282)

Free / paid
154720,000 or less (213)

134920,001 – 50,000 (88)

105550,001 – 100,000 (61)

2345100,001 – 200,000 (42)

1357Over 200,000 (49)

Visits per annum
1449TOTAL ENGLAND (457)

% less optimistic
than 2008

% more optimistic
than 2008

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)  
 

Business confidence was highest in the North East (73% more optimistic and only 3% 

less optimistic) and Yorkshire and Humber (62% more optimistic, 14% less optimistic) 

regions.  Whilst North West attractions were more cautious at Q1 (and rightly so given 

the decrease in visitor admissions at Q2), optimism has improved somewhat at Q2 – 

45% are more optimistic than they were at the same point in 2008. 

 

Despite the strong increase in visitor admissions in Q2 at London attractions, optimism is 

lowest of all the regions when looking forward to Q3.  Only 39% of attractions felt more 

optimistic than at the same point in 2008 and 21% felt less optimistic.  Perhaps data on 

the decline in overseas visitors to the UK in 2009, which impacts upon London 

attractions significantly more than other regions, has played a part in this relative 

pessimism. 

 

Optimism was high across all attraction types, but particularly among gardens (66% 

more optimistic and only 7% less optimistic) and historic houses/castles (61% more 

optimistic, 8% less optimistic).  As observed at Q1, museums/art galleries tended to be 

slightly less optimistic than other attractions (40% more optimistic, 21% less optimistic), 

although optimism still far outweighed pessimism.  As noted at Q1, perhaps museums/art 

galleries have least to gain in 2009 from a summer of improved weather? 
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There was little difference in business confidence by size of attraction, although optimism 

was again higher among paid (52% more optimistic than in 2008) than free attractions 

(44% more optimistic).  As noted at Q1, free attractions have suffered less than paid 

attractions during the economic downturn and perhaps paid attractions are now feeling 

more optimistic that 2009 will provide some respite from the nadir of 2008. 

As was the case at Q1, urban attractions are slightly less optimistic (42%) than either 

coastal (52%) or rural (53%) attractions.  Again, urban attractions tend to be less likely to 

benefit from drier, sunnier weather. 

Attractions were asked to state reasons for their level of optimism for Q3 (Jul to Sept) 

2009.  The charts below illustrate positive and negative reasons for business confidence. 
 

Quarter 2 Reasons for Business Confidence Jul-Sep 2009
(Own Attraction) - Positives

4New exhibitions/additional attractions

5Refurbishments/improvements to site/investment

5More/new/better events

7Good/positive weather/hoping for better weather

8Visitor number trends improving/hope it will continue

3More/better publicity/PR/media coverage

3Increasing interest in area/town/city

3Increase in secondary spend (retail/catering)

3Weaker Pound/exchange rate/strong Euro

3People visiting local places/staying local/day trips

3Free/cheaper admissions/ticket offers

13Increase in domestic holiday market/short breaks

Quarter 2
% (n=457)

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)  
 

Quarter 2 Reasons for Business Confidence Jul-Sep 2009
(Own Attraction) - Negatives

4Poor weather/forecast

4Visitor numbers are lower this year/trend is down

2Less spending power of the public 

4Reduction in visitor/secondary spend

2Swine f lu

9Economic climate/recession

Quarter 2
% (n=457)

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)  
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The renewed optimism for the performance of attractions during the forthcoming July to 

September quarter of 2009 appears to be being driven by an underlying belief that 

domestic tourism will flourish during 2009 – with prevailing economic conditions 

providing this opportunity for growth.  Key explanations for the improved levels of 

business confidence were: 

• 13% mentioned a belief that there would be an increase in the domestic 

holiday market/short breaks or more people would stay at home; 

• 3% mentioned the weaker Pound/exchange rate – limiting outbound tourism. 

 

However, unlike Q1, there were few mentions of the economy/exchange rate benefiting 

inbound tourism, reflecting published industry data on declining inbound UK visits. 

For the first time, there were also notable mentions for a belief that attractions would see 

more local visitors or those within day trip distance (3%) in Q3. 

There was also a significant proportion of attractions mentioning an enhanced events 

programme for this quarter (5%), up notably from recent quarters. 

A further notable explanation for improved business confidence was an expectation of 

improved weather in 2009 (7% mentioned), following two summers of poor weather.  

However, this level of expectation was somewhat lower than at Q1, following revised 

more pessimistic forecasts for the summer period. 

Some attractions had also begun to experience increases in visitor numbers during the 

early part of the year and used this as a basis for their optimism– 8% cited ‘visitor 

number trends improving/hope it will continue’ as a reason. 

Although much lower than in recent quarters, there remain a minority who are feeling 

less optimistic than the equivalent quarter of last year and the reasons for this lack of 

optimism are similar to those of recent quarters: 

• 9% mentioned the economic climate/recession (and a further 2% the reduced 

spending power of the public); 

• 4% mentioned a reduction in visitor/retail spend – often mentioning secondary 

spend (often impacted even when visitor numbers have increased); 

• 4% mentioned the revised poor weather forecast for the summer period; 

• 2% mentioned swine flu – the first quarter where notable numbers of 

attractions have raised this as a concern. 
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Some verbatim comments that exemplify the above follow. 

 

Positive Mentions: 

• Because of the economic climate, and the state of the pound against the euro I think 

possibly that more people will be spending their holidays in the UK; 

• Because there are more people taking holidays in the UK this year and the Holiday 

Parks that provide our 'bread & butter' core visitors, all have much higher bookings for 

2009; 

• Greater number of people taking holidays in this country due to the recession; 

• With more people holidaying at home rather than abroad we should benefit greatly 

from increased tourist numbers to the area. Also more people are having 'staycations' 

which should benefit us coupled together with a better summer weather wise we are 

optimistic that the increases that we have seen this last quarter will continue on an 

upward trend; 

• The "staycation" phenomenon.  The promise of a "barbecue summer"; 

• Prospects of a better summer from the weather perspective - we are an outdoor 

attraction; 

• Experience of past years has shown that a strong trend established in the second 

quarter of the year will carry forward to the July to September period; 

• With the strength of the euro I believe more people than normal are holidaying in UK, 

and during the school holidays we should see an uplift as a result of this; 

• General trend shows many more visitors to this area than in 2008.  Local marketing 

campaign is bringing more day visitors.  Seem to be more UK holidaymakers in the 

area; 

• As a free attraction in these difficult trading times it is hoped that more visitors will use 

the centre; 

• As a free attraction we are perhaps less at the mercy of consumers' 'tightening belts'; 

• We have a great exhibition programme and visitor satisfaction seems higher - 

enjoying a free admission and quality visitor experience; 

• We have a detailed events programme in place and are building our audience 

development programme generally; 

• We are having extreme events days on the last Sunday of each month therefore 

attracting more visitors; 

• Business continues to build with some good publicity for the venue and satisfied 

customers; 
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• Weather is a factor as it was poor in 2008 and looks to be about the same for 2009. 

We are starting to see a lot more locals visiting this year due to the economic situation 

so people are visiting places closer to home. 

 

Negative Mentions: 

• Weather's bad, people aren’t spending as freely, swine flu may keep people from 

large sites; 

• Weather dependency and it rains every school summer holiday; 

• Visitor numbers for this year compared to 2008 are slightly down and weekends which 

have historically been our busiest period, seem quieter than last year.  The summer 

school holidays will be a better indicator of how we will do in 2009; 

• Unfortunately, the economic climate is affecting the amount of disposable income our 

visitors have.  The number of visitors may well be up because more people may 

holiday in the U.K., but that does not mean to say they will have the money to spend.  

However, being free of charge does help with numbers through the gate, and that 

reflects the number of repeat visits we get, particularly those with families with 

children; 

• Weather conditions. Economy, not so much money, a great deal of competition 

around; 

• Economy does not appear to be picking up yet and as attendances so far have been 

lower than last year expect trend to continue for rest of this year; 

• Visitor numbers are slightly up but takings in the shop are down about 10% on same 

period of previous year and indications are that this is likely to remain so; 

• Whilst visitor numbers are being sustained it is difficult to maintain the average spend 

in other areas of the business such as cafe and gift shop; 

• We are dependant on donations from visitors.  Tourist numbers to the Town are well 

down. We have family-history researchers coming still.  Locals and visitors are not 

donating; 

• Being a family focussed venue, families in this recession period have less disposable 

income therefore Catering and Retail sales will be below that of last year; 

• We continue to be cautious about the outlook given the current economic climate and 

misinformation about swine flu in the media. 
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7. PUBLIC EVENTS AND MEMBERSHIP 
Quarter 2 (Apr-Jun) 2009 

  
 

For the first time in Q2 2009, attractions were asked to evaluate the impact of public 

events on their business performance.  Public events were defined as any cultural, music 

or sporting events / festivals that take place on a single day or very limited period which 

are outside the usual operation of the attraction.  Temporary exhibitions or seasonal 

operations such as Ice Rinks etc. were excluded from the definition. 

The following chart illustrates the proportion of attractions that held public events during 

the quarter and the impact that these events had upon business performance. 

 

Impact of public events 2009 (Apr-Jun)

46

11

25

1

9

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)

% Held Event
Apr-Jun 2009

42Over 50,000 visits p.a.

32Under 50,000 visits p.a.

49Historic houses/castles

33Museums/art galleries

45North West

34Free

37Paid

% Positive Impact

Major positive impact

Minor positive impact

Made no difference

Minor negative impact

36% positive
impact

 
 

During Q2 2009, almost half (46%) of all attractions held a public event.  These events 

were generally seen as making a positive difference to business performance, with three-

quarters of attractions that held an event reporting a positive impact (a quarter reporting 

a major positive impact). 

 

Overall, a third (36%) of all attractions participating in the monitor had held public events 

which resulted in a positive impact upon their business performance – 11% a major 

positive impact. 
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Impact of events tended to be most positive at historic houses/castles, with two thirds 

(69%) holding a public event and 49% reporting a positive impact upon business 

performance. 

 

Impact was also greater among medium and larger attractions, with 56% of attractions 

with over 50,000 visits per annum holding events and 42% reporting a positive impact 

upon business performance.  The impact of events in the North West was also strong, 

with 55% of all attractions holding an event and 45% reporting a positive impact. 

 

Attractions were also asked for their broader opinion of the extent to which such public 

events were becoming more or less important to them.  The following chart illustrates the 

findings for Q2 2009. 

 

Changing importance of events (Apr-Jun 2009)

15 24 37 1 212

50North West

39Museums/art galleries

55Historic houses/castles

% More important

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)

Much
more

Much
less

A little
more No change A little

less
Don’t
hold events

Change in importance (public events)

Q.  In general, would you say that these kinds of public events have become more or less important to your attraction in the past couple of years?

 
 

Public events now play a major role within the industry, with over three quarters (79%) of 

participating attractions ever holding public events. 

 

The importance of these public events also appears to be growing, with 39% of all 

attractions reporting that such events are more important to them now than a couple of 

years ago, 15% claiming that they are now much more important.  Only 3% reported that 

they had become less important. 
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Again, historic houses/castles were most likely to report an increase in importance, with 

86% ever holding public events and 55% reporting that were becoming more important.  

Perhaps reflecting the positive impact of the Liverpool Capital of Culture event in 2008, 

attractions in the North West were also more likely to report an increasing importance of 

public events.  82% ever hold public events and 50% reported that they were becoming 

more important to them. 

 

The following chart illustrates the changing importance of membership, season ticket and 

friends schemes to attractions. 

 

Changing importance of members/season ticket holders/friends
(Apr-Jun 2009)

15 19 32 303

51100k+ visits p.a.

4150k-100k visits p.a.

3420k-50k visits p.a.

26Less than 20k visit p.a.

23Free

41Paid

30Museums/art galleries

44Historic houses/castles

% More important

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions (457)

Much
more

Much
less

A little
more No change A little

less
Don’t
have members etc.

Change in importance (members/season tickets etc.)

Q.  Thinking about the past couple of years, would you say that the members/season ticket holders/friends that your attraction has,
have become more or less important to your attraction?

 
 

70% of participating attractions now have a membership, season ticket or friends 

scheme.  Further, such schemes are becoming more important to attractions, with half of 

all those with a scheme (34% of all attractions) reporting that it was becoming more 

important to their attraction.  15% of all attractions claimed that the scheme was 

becoming much more important to them.  The importance of such schemes is perhaps 

enhanced during periods of economic downturn. 

 

Historic houses/castles (44% becoming more important) and paid attractions generally 

(41%) were most likely to report that these schemes were becoming more important to 

them. 
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8. HOT TOPIC – IMPACT OF ECONOMY 
Quarter 2 (Apr-Jun) 2009 

  
 

The chart below illustrates the findings from this question.  Attractions were asked what 

changes they had observed in the type of visitors and spending patterns at their 

attraction compared with the equivalent period in 2008 in order to examine the detailed 

impact of the economy on the industry.  Results for each aspect are based upon those 

attractions for whom the aspect was both relevant and measurable. 

 

Hot Topic Question: Changes seen in visitor spending questions

Number of British visitors
(n=382)

%

About the same as 2008

10

5

7

15

11

9

5

34

32

37

36

29

34

33

48

41
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36

27

8

7

8

6

8

17

24

3

3

1

1

2

5

9

46

53

Q.  Compared with the April to June 2008 quarter, what changes have you seen in the type of visitors and spending patterns at your attraction
in the April to June 2009 period?

Number of overseas visitors
(n=360)

Number of visitors from
immediate local area

(n=375)
Number of visitors

using special offers etc.
(n=285)

Number of visitors booking
visits/tickets in advance

(n=235)

Overall spending on food/drink
(n=293)

Overall spending in retail outlets
(n=366)

Base:  Non EH/NT attractions answering each questions

A little higher than 2008A lot higher than 2008

A little lower than 2008 A lot lower than 2008

 
 

The strong overall increase in visitor admissions in Q2 2009 compared with Q2 2008 has 

resulted in attractions being more likely to report visitor admissions increasing within 

each category of visitor.  However, the most striking increase in visitor admissions 

appears to have been generated among visitors using special offers, discounts and 
vouchers.  Half (51%) of attractions for whom this was relevant reported an increase in 

their usage compared with the equivalent quarter of 2008.  This highlights both the 

increased number of attractions promoting a value offer in 2009 and the public’s greater 

propensity to seek out attractions where these value offers are available. 
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Attractions were also more likely to report an increase in British visitors (44% reported 

a higher number in 2009) than overseas visitors (37%), reflecting recently published 

UKTS data which illustrates the strong increase in overnight leisure stays among the 

domestic population.  At the same time, IPS data reported falling overseas visits to the 

UK. 

 

Whilst the number of visitors has evidently recovered well in Q2, the recovery seems 

somewhat further behind in terms of secondary spend.  In terms of retail outlets, whilst 

there are still significant proportions of attractions reporting an increase in spend, this 

element appears to be the slowest to recover.  A third (33%) reported that spend in retail 

outlets was lower than Q2 2008. 

 

The picture is healthier for spending on food and drink, with 43% of attractions reporting 

an increase in Q2 2009 compared with Q2 2008, although there was still a notable 

minority who reported a decrease (22%). 
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